
CFP: 2019 Zhenghe International Forum
Indonesia and China: Sharing Values of Religions, Cultures, and Societies

Economic and social developments in the Chinese and the Muslim worlds and the
increasing communication between the two invite academic and intellectual
inquiries into such topics as: what are the historical and cultural legacies that
influence and even shape the current cross-cultural understanding? What domestic
and external obstacles that may do damage to the relations between the two? Are
there common grounds and potentials for the two to building a lasting harmonious
relation?

Given the growing economy, diverse cultural legacies, and increasing influence of
China and Indonesia, respectively representing the Chinese world and the Muslim
world, the 5th Zhenghe Forum will focus on China-Indonesia commonalities and
connectivities as manifested in history, religion, culture, economy, and societies,
especially Zhenghe legacies.  It is indeed that Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei, and
Philippines have rich yet diverse Zhenghe legacies that need to be presented by the
locals in their own versions.

Zhenghe legacies in China and Indonesia especially remind and recall cultural-
religious enculturation, pluralism and tolerance that laid the foundation for
Indonesia’s Nusantara and China’s “Han Kitab” traditions. This historical and
cultural exchanges and legacies are extremely useful to building shared values of
religion, cultures, and societies between China and the Muslim world in the
changing international context.

In collaboration with the Hajj Muhammad Cheng Hoo Indonesia Foundation, State
Islamic University of Sunan Ampel Surabaya, Ma Chung University, Mosque of
Muhammad Cheng Hoo Banyuwangi, Nahdatul Ulama East Java, and
Muhammadiyah East Java, Zhenghe International Peace Foundation will convene
the fifth Zhenghe International Forum (ZIF) with the following theme: Indonesia
and China: Sharing Values of Religions, Cultures, and Societies.

The forum panel topics include, but not limited to, the following:
1. Chinese-Indonesian historical and cultural linkage: from the 15th century to the

21st Century
2. Zhenghe legacies in Southeast Asia: local presentations and representations
3. Zhenghe legacies in the Indian Ocean: past, present, and future.
4. Exploring networking associated with Zhenghe in the Indian Ocean: diplomatic,

commercial, religious, marriage, and others
5. Islam with Chinese and Indonesian characters: Indonesian Islam and Han Kitab



Participants should submit a 250-word paper proposal/abstract and 1-page author’s
resume before April 12, 2019. Once selected by the conference committee,
participants should submit paper before June 28, 2019.

Paper proposal should be sent to: zhengheforum@gmail.com and
puskit@uinsby.ac.id

The conference will take place July 15-17, 2019 at State Islamic University of
Sunan Ampel Surabaya, East Java, Indonesia. Details of conference schedule
will be available on website once they are confirmed.

The conference is free of charge. Accomodations and meals during conference are
available for selected participants. However, travel ticket/cost is borne by the
participants.

For more information on abstract submission, registration and any inquiries, please
contact:
Ridha Amaliyah (Head of Indonesia-China Study Center UINSA)
Phone / WA : +62 899 892 7747
Email: ridha.amaliyah@gmail.com / puskit@uinsby.ac.id


